155 Gd(n,γ) reaction was measured with the DANCE γ-ray calorimeter at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center. Spins were determined for the s-wave resonances by analysis of the γ-ray multiplicity distributions. The analysis was performed with a pattern recognition method. The resulting level densities for the J = 1 and 2 resonances are in qualitative agreement with the expected 2J+1 dependence. The average s-wave resonance spacing was determined to be D0 = 1.62 ± 0.15 eV. Analysis of the neutron resonances with the code sammy yielded the s-wave strength function S0 = 1.99±0.28 × 10 −4 and the average total radiative width Γγ = 120 ± 3 meV.
The study of neutron resonances -espcially to determine nuclear level densities -is crucial for a wide variety of issues in astrophysics (e.g., nucleosynthesis in stellar environments) and nuclear science (e.g., to constrain reaction models). Improved understanding of the neutron capture reaction in particular is very important for the study of reaction networks in astrophysics, stewardship science and advanced fuel cycle calculations. The 155 Gd measurement also is a nearly ideal choice to examine methods to determine the resonance spin by utilizing the high segmentation of the DANCE array. A common problem in neutron resonance spectroscopy is determining the spin for resonances on targets with non-zero spin. The γ-ray multiplicity method is an approach for determining the spin of neutron resonances that uses the spin dependence of the capture γ-ray spectra. The choice of 155 Gd in order to test various methods that use the γ-ray multiplicity for spin determination has several advantages: (1) a reasonable number of levels -nearly 100 -to ensure sufficient statistics, (2) this nucleus is near the peak of the s-wave strength function and the minimum of the p-wave strength function, thus removing the likelihood of ambiguity in the parity assignment, (3) there are several excellent previous studies of neutron resonances on 155 Gd, enabling thorough testing of various analysis methods.
The DANCE (Detector for Advanced Neutron Capture Experiments) array at the neutron spallation source LANSCE (Los Alamos Neutron Science CEnter) at the Los Alamos National Laboratory is ideal for this approach. The high segmentation of the DANCE (160 * Electronic address: bbarams@ncsu.edu crystals) enables the precise determination of the γ-ray multiplicity distribution. In favorable cases, the average multiplicity is sufficient to determine the resonance spin (see for example Ref. [1] ). For circumstances where the average multiplicity does not provide sufficient information, more detailed analysis of the multiplicity distribution is required. For this purpose we have developed a novel method to obtain the resonance spin using pattern recognition theory and have applied this method to new capture measurements on 155 Gd at DANCE. In addition, we were able to determine resonance parameters, especially neutron widths, for all observed resonances below 185 eV.
In Sec. II the experimental apparatus and data processing is described, while Sec. III describes previous methods that were used to determine the resonance spins from DANCE data. Sec. IV describes the Pattern Recognition method. The results of the application of this method are presented in Sec. V together with results of the resonance parameter analysis. Sec. VI provides a brief summary.
II. EXPERIMENT
The neutron capture experiment on 155 Gd was carried out by the time-of-flight method at the 20.3-m flight path of LANSCE. The gadolinium target was prepared at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory as a self-supporting metal foil with an area S = 5.064 cm 2 and areal density m = 1.008 mg/cm 2 . The 155 Gd (natural abundance 14.80%) target is enriched to 91.74%; the major contaminants are 154 Gd, 156 Gd, 157 Gd and 158 Gd with 0.63%, 5.12%, 1.14% and 0.94%, respectively. Data were accumulated for about 130 hours.
A. DANCE detector
The capture γ-rays were measured with the DANCE array. DANCE consists of 160 BaF 2 crystals of four different shapes that are arranged in a 4π geometry. A detailed description of the experimental setup can be found elsewhere [2] [3] [4] . The advantages of the detector include: (1) the fast timing of the scintillators leads to precise determination of the neutron time-of-flight; (2) the fast timing also allows good identification of coincident γ rays following neutron capture; (3) the detected events can be separated by the Q-value of the reaction; (4) the high segmentation of the detector enables measurement of the γ-ray multiplicity distribution.
As detailed description of the DANCE data acquisition (DAQ) is given in [5] , here we mention only some basic features of the system. The pulse from the photomultiplier output of a crystal was digitized in Acqiris DC265 digitizers with 8-bit resolution at a sampling rate of 500 MS/s (mega samples/second). Each waveform was processed on-line to extract the essential parameters which were written to a disk file. The off-line analysis software reads this processed data and reconstructs events.
There are different modes of data acquisition at DANCE; we used the double-continuous mode. In this mode, the signal from all detectors is collected in 500−µs wide time window. Three different sets of time-of-flight intervals allow the acquisition of data from 1.36 eV to 1 MeV neutron energy.
The primary energy calibration of the detectors was performed by measuring γ-rays from the natural radioactive sources 22 Na, 60 Co and 88 Y. However, small gain shifts were observed in the light output of each crystal during the course of the experiment, presumably due to temperature changes in the scintillators. Since Ba and Ra are chemical homologues, the BaF 2 crystals always contain radioactive isotopes from the radium decay chain, which turned out to be an advantage: the energies of α particles emitted from these radioactive isotopes could be used to update the gain for each crystal and for each run. As described below, the signals from αs and γs can be distinguished.
B. Experimental spectra
A γ-ray often does not deposit all of its energy in a single crystal, but rather in several neighboring crystals because of Compton scattering and pair production. The group of adjacent crystals that fire in an event forms a cluster. The number of clusters created within a single capture event is called the cluster multiplicity. This multiplicity is much closer to the true multiplicity than is the total number of crystals that fire.
Since DANCE is a calorimetric detector, the origin of events can be recognized by their total energy deposited in the BaF 2 crystals. As shown in Fig. 1 the 155 Gd capture events lead to the spectrum of total deposited energy (we denote this spectrum as the sum-energy spectrum) with a peak situated near the reaction Q-value, 8.536 MeV. This peak originates from the deposition of the full energy of all emitted γ rays, while the tail originates from events in which a part of the emitted energy escapes the detector array. A slight shift in energy of the Q-value peak for 155 Gd is due to electron conversion. Only the events in the Q-value peak were considered in the present analysis.
C. Background subtraction
There are several types of background in DANCE experiments: constant background due to natural radioactivity of the BaF 2 scintillators, ambient time-of-flight dependent background and background from neutrons scattered from the sample.
The constant background from α particles is easily suppressed based on waveform analysis of the signals from the BaF 2 crystals [5] . The scintillation light from the BaF 2 crystals has a fast component (220-nm wavelength, 0.6-ns decay time constant) and a slow component (310-nm wavelength, 600-ns decay time constant). The intensity ratio between the fast and slow components is different for γs and αs, which allows particle identification if both the signal components are measured.
The crystals also contain β-activity that arises from the Ra decay chain, such as 214 Bi and 210 Bi. The energy released in a β-decay is at maximum about 2.5 MeV, which makes these decays contribute only to sum energies which are significantly lower than the Q-value of the 155 Gd(n,γ) reaction (see multiplicities M = 2 and 3 in Fig. 1 ). This means that we can easily eliminate the background from β decay if we use only events around the Q-value of the reaction of interest. In the same way -using the Q-value cut -we can eliminate background due to γ-rays in the beam. These γ rays are mainly originate from the neutron production area and have energies below 3 MeV [3] .
The remaining, target-related background has two components. One comes from neutron capture on target impurities. The Q-value for radiative capture in all even Gd targets are below 6.5 MeV. Thus the contribution from these captures can again be easily avoided by considering only events with sufficiently high detected sum energy -above about 7 MeV. On the other hand, subtracting capture events on 157 Gd is more difficult. The Q-value cut is only partly effective since the Q-value for the capture on this isotope, Q( 157 Gd) = 7.94 MeV, is close to the Q-value for the capture on 155 Gd (Q( 155 Gd) = 8.54 MeV). In principle, to remove this background one can use a much narrower Q-value gate, but this strongly reduces the counting statistics. Fortunately this background is very small, due to the small amount of 157 Gd in the target. As a consequence, even the strongest resonances of this contaminant are seen in our time-of-flight spectra as extremely weak. 155 Gd is not at the Q-value but is shifted to a lower value due to energy emitted in undetected conversion electrons.
The second component of the target related background is due to the capture of neutrons scattered from the target nuclei by Ba isotopes in the detector crystals. In order to reduce this background a 6 LiH shell of 6-cm thickness surrounds the target. Despite the absorbing effects of the 6 LiH shell some neutrons scattered by the target reach the detector and are captured by the barium in the BaF 2 crystals, producing γ cascades.
The capture γ rays from the Gd target, located at the center of the crystals, are emitted into a 4π solid angle and typically create several clusters. On the other hand, the capture events of the scattered neutrons in the Ba isotopes take place in one of the crystals and usually create only a few clusters. Therefore the low cluster multiplicity spectra have a high background from the capture of scattered neutrons, while no detectable background is seen at multiplicities m > 3. This effect is seen in Fig. 1 where for multiplicities m = 4 and 5 the ratio of counts near the energy equal to the 135 Ba Q-value (9.1 MeV) to the counts at the 155 Gd Q-value is very small. The contribution of neutron capture in Ba isotopes can be subtracted using auxiliary measurements with 208 Pb. This isotope has a very small capture cross section and an almost constant scattering cross section over a wide neutron energy range. It was found that the spectrum from Ba captures is constant over a wide range of neutron energies.
For a fixed value t of the time-of-flight, the sum-energy spectra for individual multiplicities M which were obtained from the 208 Pb measurement are, except for a single normalization factor, identical to the analogous spectra belonging to parasitic γ rays initiated by neutron scattering off 155 Gd nuclei and subsequent capture in BaF 2 crystals.
The events at the region above the 155 Gd(n,γ) 156 Gd reaction Q-value in the sum-energy spectrum correspond to the scattered neutrons captured on 137 Ba (Q = 8.612 MeV) and 135 Ba (Q = 9.108 MeV) isotopes in the BaF 2 crystals (see Fig. 1 ). The sum-energy spectra measured with 208 Pb and 155 Gd targets thus could be normalized to the number of events in this region 9.0 − 9.6 MeV [6] . As can be seen from Fig. 1 , the subtracted contribution of γ-rays from neutron capture on Ba isotopes is very small, especially for M ≥ 3.
D. Flux measurement
The neutron flux is measured with two different detectors. One of them is a proportional counter filled with BF 3 +Ar gas. This neutron monitor was positioned at 22.76 m from the moderator; the charged particles from the 10 B(n,α) 7 Li reaction were measured. The other detection system consists of 6 LiF connected with an n-type surface barrier Si detector. The 6 LiF target (thickness 2 µm and size 3 × 4 cm 2 ) was deposited on an 8-µm thick kapton foil and positioned in the center of the beam pipe at a 45
• angle approximately 22.59 m from the neutron moderator. The Si detector was located perpendicular to the beam at a distance of 3 cm from the 6 Li foil. The tritons and alpha particles produced in the 6 Li(n,t) 4 He reaction were measured. The neutron beam diverges with increasing distance from the last collimator in the flight path upstream of the DANCE target position. The neutron fluxes measured in the BF 3 and 6 Li-Si monitors are therefore not the same as the neutron flux at the target position in the center of DANCE. This fact was confirmed with the image plate measurements taken at the beam entry and beam exit of the DANCE array and at the neutron monitor position. The beam spot at the BF 3 monitor has a diameter of ∼2.5 cm, whereas the beam spot at the entry to the DANCE ball is approximately 1 cm in diameter.
The method used for flux determination (normalization) at the target position was very similar to that described in Ref. [6] . The 4.9-eV gold resonance crosssection was taken as standard and the flux normalization coefficient is determined by the cross section analysis of this resonance. The only difference with respect to Ref. [6] was that the Au target had the same diameter as the Gd target.
E. Estimate of γ efficiency
For determination of resonance parameters it is also important to know the detector response for γ rays with different energies and multiplicities. The efficiency for detecting a single γ-ray with the DANCE array was determined by comparing the geant4 simulations with experimental data from the calibration sources 60 Co, 88 Y and 22 Na. Simulations predict that the efficiency for detecting a single emitted γ depends only slightly on γ-ray energy and is at least 85%. [4] .
The 156 Gd compound nucleus usually emits two or more γ-rays. The decay pattern was simulated with the Monte Carlo code dicebox [7] using realistic models of photon strength functions (PSFs) and level density (LD). The simulated cascades were then processed with the geant4 simulations to estimate the total efficiency for detecting a cascade in the selected multiplicity and Qvalue range.
Simulations showed that the fraction of detected cascades in the multiplicity window (m = 2 − 6) and Qvalue range (7.0-8.6 MeV) used in the analysis is rather insensitive to the spin of the resonance and to the exact models of PSFs and LD used in the simulations. The fraction reaches a value of about 30.5% of all cascades. The simulated relative difference in efficiency between resonances with different spins and with different (realistic) models of PSFs and LD used in the simulations is at a maximum about 0.5%. The spin independence and the absolute value of the efficiency that were obtained from simulations, seems to be in a very good agreement with the experimental data from strong resonances. In these resonances, the background is very small in general, not only in the Q-value peak, which allows the extraction of the capture yield from all detected events.
III. SPIN DETERMINATION -PREVIOUS METHODS
A neutron captured by the target nucleus forms a compound nucleus at energy S n +E n where S n is the neutron separation energy. The ground-state spin and parity of the target 155 Gd is 3/2 − . Capturing an s-wave neutron thus leads to J π = 1 − and 2 − resonances in the compound nucleus 156 Gd. The electromagnetic decay from these resonances is mainly dipole (E1 and M 1), with a small E2 contribution. The ground state of the compound nucleus is usually reached after a few successive γ-decays. Different multiplicity distributions can be expected from decay of resonances with different spins to the 0 + ground state. However, due to expected PorterThomas (PT) fluctuations, the multiplicity distributions from different resonances with the same spin will not be exactly the same. If the differences between resonances with the same spin are smaller than the differences between resonances with different spins, then the detected multiplicity distribution can be used to assign a spin to individual resonances.
The capture events detected by the DANCE array can be sorted by their experimental cluster multiplicity m. We shall consider only multiplicities m = 2 − 6 in the rest of this paper. The multiplicity m = 1 is excluded as it is highly contaminated with background, especially at weak resonances. In fact, the multiplicity distributions of several very strong resonances indicate that the contribution of multiplicity m = 1 events belonging to 155 Gd is very small -less than about 4% for both spins. Therefore the exclusion of m = 1 events does not influence the sensitivity of our analysis described below. The contribution to m ≥ 7 is negligible in the experimental data.
In recent years, various implementations of the γ-ray multiplicity method were introduced to assign the spins of neutron resonances measured with the DANCE detector.
A. Average multiplicity
We define the average detected multiplicity M (E λ ) for resonance λ at energy E λ as the average number of clusters fired in the decay
where Y m (E λ ) is the energy dependent experimental yield for cluster multiplicity m. In practice, the yields were obtained from summing events over the energy range of the entire resonance. It was shown earlier that in some isotopes the M (E λ ) separate nicely into two groups, see e.g., the s-wave resonances in 95 Mo [1] . As evident from Fig. 2 , this is only partially true here. This fact is the consequence of the small difference between the average detected multiplicities for the two resonance spins in 155 Gd. The problem becomes more severe with increasing neutron energy -the decrease of the neutron flux with energy leads to larger experimental errors. The average multiplicity method thus is not sufficient to determine the 155 Gd resonance spins. In addition, this method can only be used for well-isolated resonances. For determination of the spins of closely-spaced resonances we need different approaches. They are described below.
B. Oak Ridge method
Several years ago, Koehler et al. [8] introduced a novel version of the γ-ray multiplicity method. They introduced the functions Z (J) (E), where
where a, b, c, and d are multiplicities which follow the
m (E) is the yield for a resonance with spin J. We have found that the choice 2, 3, 4, and 6 for a, b, c, and d, respectively, gives the best sensitivity of Z (J) to J for our data on 155 Gd.
Using isolated resonances for which the spin J is known, the constants N (J) are adjusted so that the residual yields of the resonances Z (J) (E) are zero for resonances with spin J. With the assumption that the multiplicity distribution is the same for resonances with the same spin, applying Eq. (2) or (3) to an arbitrary resonance gives zero or nonzero residuals, depending on the spin of the resonance. Thus the equations act as spin filters.
As an example, Fig. 3 shows the results of this method in the neutron energy region between 32 eV and 48 eV. One can easily assign the spins of the strong resonances by examination of the residual yield plot shown in Fig. 3 and even for many of the resonances of average size. However, due to PT fluctuations and experimental errors one expects some deviation from the assumed ideal behavior. The multiplicity distributions are not exactly the same for all of the resonances with the same spin. This makes spin assignment very uncertain for weak resonances.
In addition, for some resonances both equations yield nonzero residuals -the two spin groups seem to overlap. This effect may be due to spin doublets, but it can also be noise due to fluctuations. The combination of weak resonances (poor statistics) and Porter-Thomas fluctuations makes it difficult to assign spins for these resonances. 
C. Updated Oak Ridge method
An improvement of the Oak Ridge method was suggested recently [9] . In this approach the fact was used that the experimental yields are a multi-dimensional vector. If only s-wave neutron capture plays a role, then resonances of two different spins (J = 1 and 2 in our case) and one parity are populated.
The normalized yield y m (E), defined as (4) were suggested in Ref. [9] The simplest one, which can be used in the case of sufficient statistics, was the least-square fit method, which minimizes the sum veloped to solve Eq. (4) which is described in detail in Ref. [9] . This method is especially well suited for weak resonances. Although this approach works very well, especially for doublets, it does not easily provide a quantitative determination of the confidence in the correctness of a given spin assignment.
IV. SPIN DETERMINATION -PATTERN RECOGNITION METHOD
Pattern recognition is a statistical method used to classify data into categories or classes based either on a priori knowledge or on statistical information extracted from the patterns [10] . In our problem, the experimental data from each resonance corresponds to a point in "multiplicity space". The points are expected to create clusters in this space depending on the spin and parity of the resonances. Thus, it may be considered as a problem of estimating probability density functions (PDFs) in a multi-dimensional space and dividing the space into regions of spin groups.
The main advantages of the method may be outlined as follows:
• This method does not choose a single resonance as a prototype for the multiplicity distribution of a given spin group of the resonance. Instead, it estimates the density function using the data from the entire data set. Thus the method considers the variation of the multiplicity distribution due to PT fluctuations and to experimental errors.
• Based on the estimated PDF, it introduces a discriminant function that minimizes the classification error. The hypothesis testing classifies the experimental data into different spin groups and calculates the probability that the spin assignment is correct.
A. Probability density function
In the following we will assume that only s-wave neutron resonances are experimentally observed in 155 Gd. The formation of p-wave (or even higher l) resonances is highly unlikely for 155 Gd for neutron energies processed here due to the orbital angular momentum potential barrier. In addition, the p-wave neutron strength function is very small in this mass region.
Based on the central limit theorem, we assume that the normalized yields, y m (E), for a given spin will be normally distributed. Data from well resolved, strong resonances are used to estimate the parameters of the distribution and set as fixed parameters for all other resonances.
Since we have two spin groups, the probability density function (PDF) is a mixture of two Gaussians for given m. The variances of the Gaussians are the sum of the experimental variance and that which belongs to the PT fluctuations:
PT . An example of the distribution of normalized yields y 5 (E) is shown in Fig. 5 . The distributions from the two spin groups are clearly seen here. The two centroids of the distribution correspond to J π = 1 − and J π = 2 − resonances. The difference between the two centroids is about 11%. The distributions of the normalized yields for other multiplicities are similar to those for m = 5. We introduce a vector
T the components of which represent a probability mass function of the 1, 2, . . . , λ N will be abbreviated as Y ≡ {y(E λ )}. This data set is assumed to be drawn from a mixture of two multivariate normal distributions in n-dimensional multiplicity space, where n = m max − m min + 1.
The joint PDF for this mixed distribution of a random vector y ≡ (y mmin , . . . , y mmax )
T can be expressed as
where
T (with k = 1, 2) is a vector the components of which represent expectation values of components of a random vector y for the case when this vector is governed by the k-th multivariate normal distribution, while Σ (k) is the corresponding covariance matrix. The symbol O stands for the set of all parameters, entering the right-hand side of Eq. (6), i.e., O ≡ (Ω (1) , Ω (2) , Σ (1) , Σ (2) , β (1) , β (2) ).
The parameters β (1) and β (2) are the mixing weights that represent the fraction of spin J = 1 and J = 2 resonances in the sample. The weights can be fixed (using the assumed spin distribution of level density) or fitted to observed distribution. They satisfy the conditions β (1) ≥ 0, β (2) ≥ 0, and
The joint PDF of the multivariate normal distribution for spin group k is
B. Parameter estimation
As stated before, the experimentally observed set of multiplicity distributions Y is assumed to be drawn at random from the distribution governed by the joint PDF g(y(E)|O) according to Eq. (6). In principle, the estimates of parameters O can be obtained with the aid of the maximum-likelihood method. However, if the number of fitted parameters is large, the parameters are usually estimated by an iteration method known as the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [11] .
According to the EM algorithm the parameters obtained in each iteration step are calculated according to the following expressions:
where the superscript "old" represents the values from previous iteration.
The iterations continue until a steady state is reached, in our case when the change of the parameter values sought is less than 1%. The covariance matrix was set as a diagonal matrix in the first step of the iteration. The initial values of the mean vectors Ω (1) and Ω (2) were calculated from the multiplicity distribution of strong resonances and the initial value of the β (k) were set as equal to 0.5 for both spins.
C. Bayes classifier
The purpose of the analysis is to determine to which class or spin group a given resonance, say, at energy E λ , belongs. In order to accomplish this purpose, we use the "Bayes decision rule" [11] , simply based on Bayes posterior probabilities where
Here β (k) are prior probabilities.
To illustrate result of the spin classification based on the use of Bayes decision rule, Fig. 6 shows a two dimensional scatter plot of y 3 (E λ ) vs y 5 (E λ ) for all resonances λ included in our analysis. The spin determination in the figure was based on the use of the whole multiplicity range m = 2 − 6.
As we see from the scatter plot the probability is a measure where the point lies in the distribution plot. In the case of doublets, where the counts, Y, contain contribution from both J = 1 and J = 2 resonances, the multiplicity distribution gated on doublet energy region will follow neither J = 1 distribution nor the J = 2 distribution, but a mixture of the two distributions. So the point from this energy region will lie in an intermediate region (the crosses in Fig. 6 ).
The method works very well for well isolated resonances and has the significant advantage of providing a quantitative measure of the reliability of the spin assignment. However, whenever there are contributions from more than one spin (usually doublets), this method is not reliable. In these cases the method described in Ref. [9] is superior for the spin assignment, although a quantitative measure of the confidence in the spin assignment is not explicitly provided. 
V. RESULTS FOR 155 Gd RESONANCES
A. Spins
Using the methods described above we determined the spins for almost all of the experimentally observed s-wave resonances in 155 Gd up to neutron energy E n = 185 eV. Using the pattern recognition method (PRM), we attempted to determine the resonance spins under two different assumptions about weights β (J) . In one of them, the weights were fixed according to the expected 2J + 1 dependence of the level density while performing the EC iterations; this corresponds to β (1) = 0.375 and β (2) = 0.625. In the other one, β (J) was varied in the EM algorithm and the result from the final iteration was β 1 = 0.332, β 2 = 0.668. The spin assignments determined by these two approaches were consistent.
As an example of the results obtained, a superimposed plot of the experimental counts and the probabilities for spin J = 1 and J = 2 obtained with the PRM are shown in Fig. 7 for the resonances in the neutron energy range 32 to 48 eV. The full and open circles above the resonances label spin J = 1 and J = 2 resonances, respectively. For most cases the probabilities are nearly 100 percent and the assignments are firm. However, one should be cautious about assignments with lower probabilities. As discussed before, a lower probability may be an indication of spin doublets. For doublets (resonances with different spins), a decision based on the standard PRM is usually not applicable. In these cases, other methods discussed in Sec. III, specifically the Oak Ridge method and its updated version were used for the spin assignment. We found that results from the pattern recognition method and the up-dated Oak Ridge method were consistent.
Our resonance spin assignments are compared in Table II with values from Refs. [12] and [13] . The probabilities listed in the table are the results based on the use of the EM algorithm. Spins for all resonances with the probabilities higher than 99% are assumed to be firm. On the other hand, all spin assignments with the probabilities lower than 90% are considered to be uncertain. Resonances with probabilities in the 90% to 99% range were examined individually. If the resonance was very weak or poorly resolved, the assignment was considered uncertain. In all other cases cases we give a firm spin assignment. The average multiplicities, M (E λ ) , were calculated using Eq. (1).
B. Neutron and total radiative widths
The capture cross-section at a particular neutron energy is
where N A = 6.022 · 10 23 mol −1 is Avogadro's number, M = 155 g/mol is the molar mass of 155 Gd, m is the areal density of the target, S is the area of the target, ε n,γ (E n ) is the total efficiency for detecting capture γ-rays after applying gates on the event multiplicity and the Q-value cut, N n,γ (E n ) is the number of detected capture events and Φ(E n ) is the neutron flux. The neutron flux and efficiency were discussed in corresponding subsections of Sec. II.
The measured cross section was used in the determination of neutron, Γ n , and total radiative widths, Γ γ . These widths were determined with the multilevel R-matrix Bayesian-code sammy [14] fitting the capture cross section data. Doppler broadening, the DANCE timing resolution function, target self-shielding, and multiple scattering corrections were taken into account during the data fitting.
We did not perform transmission measurements. Under these conditions, sammy cannot fit both Γ n and Γ γ at the same time except in special cases. Both quantities can be obtained simultaneously only for strong low energy resonances where good energy resolution makes it possible to exploit the detailed resonance shape. In all other cases sammy essentially extracts the area A under the resonance which is given by
where g is the spin statistical factor. The radiative width is much greater than the neutron width for almost all fitted resonances in 155 Gd. In this case the counts at the resonances are approximately proportional to Γ n as A ∼ gΓ n for Γ γ ≫ Γ n . Therefore, when fitting the resonances that have a dominant radiative channel, sammy can produce reliable results only for Γ n . The results on this quantity are expected to be almost insensitive to the exact value of Γ γ for the corresponding resonance. Total radiative widths were thus To obtain an estimate of the sensitivity of the extracted value of Γ n to the value assumed for Γ γ , we also ran the sammy code with two fixed values Γ min γ and Γ max γ that corresponded to our estimate of the minimum and maximum possible value of the total radiative width.
The statistical model predicts that due to the many possible decay channels the Γ γ should not vary much for resonances in a given isotope. This quantity is also expected to depend only weakly on the spin of the compound nuclear resonance. Simulations of the γ decay of resonances in 155 Gd with the dicebox code indicated that the fluctuation in Γ γ due to Porter-Thomas (PT) fluctuations was expected to be about 2 or 3 % for resonances with the same spin. The simulations also predicted only a small difference, again about 2 or 3%, between the expectation values of total radiative widths for resonances with different spins.
We decided to set Γ . This expectation agrees with experimentally determined values. The differences in Γ n obtained with the two limiting cases are shown in Fig. 8 . The difference ∆Γ n in the figure is defined as
where Γ n (Γ γ = •) stands for neutron width obtained with Γ γ fixed to •, and Γ γ is the expectation value of Γ γ given in Tab. II.) As can be seen, the uncertainty in the knowledge of exact Γ γ for a resonance gives only a small (less than 6% for more than 90% of resonances) additional uncertainty to the values of Γ n . In other words, the area under the resonances is insensitive to the radiative width for the large majority of resonances. However, as expected, some low energy and/or strong resonances are sensitive to the radiative width. For these resonances sammy can reliably determine both Γ n and Γ γ . sammy was used to fit Γ γ for all resonances for which the difference in neutron width obtained with fixed Γ min γ and Γ max γ was higher than 5%. The uncertainty shown in Fig. 8 was added to errors in Γ n in Tab. II for those resonances for which Γ γ was fixed to 120 meV in the analysis. On the other hand, for resonances for which Γ γ was determined from the sammy fit, the uncertainty shown in Fig. 8 was not included in the error given in Tab. II. The fit of the measured cross section in the neutron energy range E n = 1.4 − 185 eV is shown in Fig. 9 .
In addition to uncertainties in Γ n given in Tab. II and Fig. 8 there are also systematic uncertainties in determination of the cross section via Eq. (13) which then propagate to the uncertainty in Γ n . Specifically, these uncertainties are in the areal density (m) and area (S) of the target, the neutron flux (Φ), and the detection efficiency ε n,γ . The uncertainty in the areal density and the area of the target is very small, about 0.5%. The uncertainty in the flux was determined from the difference in the flux obtained with the two neutron monitors described in Sec. II D; this uncertainty is at a maximum of about 3%. The uncertainty in the efficiency for detection of γ rays in the the range of sum-energies and multiplicities employed in the analysis can be estimated from the dicebox + geant4 simulations mentioned in Sec. II E. We estimate this uncertainty to be at a maximum about 3%. The combined systematic uncertainty in Γ n is thus estimated to be smaller than 5%. This uncertainty is not reflected in Tab. II and Fig. 8 . A comparison of our Γ n values with those from Mughabghab [12] and Leinweber et al. [13] is listed in Tab. II; the difference in the widths is shown in Fig. 10 in the form of residuals δ δ = Γ
Here, the superscript "lit" stand for values in the literature, and Var is the variance of the corresponding values. The neutron widths obtained from our measurement agree within experimental errors with the previously published ENDF values [12] . There are only two points in Fig. 10 with the difference bigger than three standard deviation. We give a comment on both these cases here.
The smaller value of Γ n from our measurement for the resonance at about 138 eV arises from the fact that we suggest a doublet of resonances here. The sum of neutron widths for the proposed doublet is within uncertainties the same as the value given Ref. [12] . Our Γ n of 21.0 eV resonance is almost precisely 3/4 of the value given in Ref. [12] . As our value reasonably agrees with the value from Ref. [13] perhaps the value in Ref. [12] corresponds to Γ n instead of 2gΓ n . The agreement with the values from Ref [13] is, in general, not as good.
C. Average resonance parameters
Average resonance parameters of s-wave resonancesspecifically, the neutron strength function, S 0 , and the average resonance spacing, D 0 -can be obtained from information given in Tab. II.
Neutron strength function
The estimate of the neutron strength function can be calculated as
where ∆E is the interval of neutron energies which the reduced neutron widths are summed over. Resonances of both spins contribute to gΓ There is almost no chance of observing all of the resonances. Some are very weak due to PT fluctuations. On the other hand, if the experiment has a sufficiently low threshold for observation of resonances (which is the case for the 155 Gd(n,γ) experiment), the missing strength is very small. An estimate of the missing strength was obtained using realistic parameters of the neutron strength function, the average resonance spacing (see discussion below) and the threshold for observation of 155 Gd resonances. We estimate the fraction of missing strength at a maximum of about 2% below 185 eV neutron energy. The estimate of S 0 using Eq. (17) is thus reasonable, as the missing strength is much smaller than the uncertainty arising from the PT distribution itself as well as from the experimental uncertainty in Γ 0 n . Our data yield S 0 = 1.99(28) × 10 −4 in agreement with the value S 0 = 2.20 (14) in Ref. [12] . A possible systematic error of about 5% in S 0 due to Γ n , discussed in Sec. V B is not included here.
Resonance Spacing
It should be stressed that the sensitivity for observation of neutron resonances in our experiment is similar to previous ones -only four new resonances were observed. As a consequence, our average spacing should be similar to values quoted previously: D 0 = 1.8(2) eV [12] , and D 0 = 1.7(2) eV [13] .
The cumulative plot of the number of resonances as a function of neutron energy is shown in Fig. 11 . The observed deviations from a straight line may indicate an increasing number of missing levels but they may be an artifact of statistical fluctuations. Table I For each region the average spacing of resonances with a spin J is calculated as
where ∆E is the energy difference between the last and the first resonance in the energy range and N (J) is the number of resonances with spin J. The uncertainties in D 0,J are conventionally estimated as 0.53/N , which is based on the expected Wigner distribution of resonance energies; this is the value quoted in Tab. I. The average spacing of the s-wave resonances D 0 is then obtained as
and the relative error in D 0 is calculated using the error propagation formula:
Considering the limited number of resonances, the average spacings obtained from the various intervals agree reasonably well, suggesting that the fraction of missing resonances is small. For each energy interval the ratio D 0,1 /D 0,2 is also listed. The result agrees very well with the expected 2J + 1 value of 1.67.
We have two comments concerning this standard approach. First, it is widely accepted that there are long-range correlations in the positions of neutron resonances, as predicted by the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE). These correlations will significantly reduce the uncertainty in the resonance spacing with respect to the values given in Tab. I. Second, as already mentioned, the PT fluctuations almost surely prevent observation of all resonances. In order to estimate the fraction of missing resonances, we used simulations which were previously mentioned. In contrast to the fraction of missing neutron strength, the number of missing levels is rather sensitive to the value of the threshold for observation.
Our simulations indicate that due to PT fluctuations in Γ 0 n , there must be a few resonances not observed even at low neutron energies. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to determine the exact number of the missing resonances -different simulated sequences of resonances give different numbers of missing levels and the number of missed resonances also depends on the adopted detection threshold. Nevertheless, we estimate that it is very unlikely to miss more than 10, 15, 21, and 30 resonances for energies below 60, 100, 140, and 180 eV, respectively. The most probable number of missing resonances is approximately half of the given maximum values.
Taking into account this estimate of the fraction of missing resonances, we suggest that the resonance spacing is D 0 = 1.62(15) eV. The quoted error is probably rather conservative. [12] . e The resonance was not assigned in ENDF/B-VII.0 and JENDL-4.0 but it is in JEFF-3.1 and ROSFOND-2010.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The cross section of 155 Gd(n,γ) reaction for neutron energies 1.36 − 185 eV was measured with the DANCE calorimeter at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center using the time-of-flight method. Many resonances were observed. The resonance spin determines the details of the γ-ray decay and therefore also the multiplicity distributions. A novel approach has been developed that uses elements of pattern recognition theory to determine the spins of the capture resonances based on the γ multiplicity distribution observed. This method has the advantages that there is no need for selecting prototype resonances, that the maximum amount of information is utilized, and that a confidence level is obtained for the correctness of the spin assignment. This new method was applied to 155 Gd for which the spins of nearly all of the s-wave resonances were determined. These spins agree with those obtained from earlier, different methods that were also based on observed multiplicity distributions. These results establish that the new pattern recognition method is a valuable addition to methods of determining the quantum numbers of resonances studied with the DANCE calorimeter.
Experimental data corrected for expected unobserved resonances give the s-wave level density D 0 = 1.62 ± 0.15 eV. The separate level densities for the spin J = 1 and 2 resonances are in agreement with the expected 2J + 1 dependence.
Analysis of the cross section data with the sammy code also allowed the determination of neutron widths and in a few cases also the total radiative widths. Analysis of these results yielded an s-wave strength function of S 0 = 1.99±0.28 × 10 −4 and an average total radiative width of Γ γ = 120 ± 3 meV. These numbers are in good agreement with previous experimental results.
